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• Abstract (300 words):

The project addresses the magazine “AIDI” (1891/92-1911) as a source of the history of Italian decorative arts and of the history of project teaching (the born of design) and is an integral part of a broader research project entitled "Camillo Boito Architect and Digital Archive" which sees the collaboration of Politecnico di Milano, Brera Fine Arts Academy and Politecnico di Torino. The twenty years of the magazine and the didactic tools it offers, of a unique typographic value in Europe, allow us to “draw” the “topography” of the beginnings of the Italian artistic industry and its entities (manufactures, laboratories, product workshops), as well as structuring the specific discipline/didactic of a project, a its own grammar about composition/design. The magazine has already been scanned and set online by biASA (Library of archeology and history of art) but without the display of the boards/graphics, which represent the quintessence of its educational, formative, editorial and spreading purpose. Therefore, a monographic in-depth workshop has been activated inside the Politecnico di Milano since two years (2019-21) with the aim of deepening the study and recovering as much data as possible on the artistic industries, themes and personalities of the designers who animated it. The outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic made DAD (distance learning method) necessary and impossible to view the magazine directly in libraries. We worked for this unique occasion by activating a series of webinars that saw a high participation of scholars also from other universities and revealed itself to be a real network of specialists, which dealt with various aspects of the research process. This situation made it even more urgent and necessary to re-scan the magazine, appropriately completed with its, didactically designated, missing graphics. The entire working process has been started and is currently in progress. This teaching experience gathered and involved over four hundred students and shows that a negative event such as the pandemic can prove to be an important incentive and a great opportunity for the research field.
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